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Voices from an Educational World
Some issues of gender-conscious teaching and
learning

Linda Lövkvist & Tove Hjerungdal

This paper conveys different voices of experience within a gender-

conscious discourse on education. The aim is to make more explicit
and visible some questions that we feel are of importance to the

development of gender-conscious education in archaeology.

Linda Lö vlcvist Ck Tove Hj etrungdah Departtnent of Archaeofogv, Göte-

borg University, Box 200, SE-405 30 Göteborg, Sweden.

"One task of the intellectual is the effort to break down the stereotypes
and reductive categories that are so limiting to human thought and
communication" (Edward W. Said 1994:x).

IN TRODUCTION
As the development of gender-conscious
education in archaeology is expanding, and

is also a current topic in our own environ-

ment, we feel a need for a more visible dis-

course on university education seen in a

gender perspective. The focus of the present

paper is on undergraduate teaching and

learning in archaeology seen from a Swedish

position. In spite of this national level, it is

still interesting to note from an international

direction that UNESCO has stated that higher
education should ".. .define and foster a
gender-inclusive culture through education
—and notably higher education so as to
promote sustainable human development. "
(Ränning 1996:145).These aims are impor-

tant, but to maximise the effect of education
on gender issues we need to act through our
ideas on how to bring out the desire for
learning and knowledge-making in both male

and female students and, by doing so, coun-

teract present gender structures. However, the

gender-critical pedagogical discourse within

the archaeological education in Sweden is at

present still limited and frequently mar-

ginalised. This is a situation we regret, and

our article can be regarded as a contribution
to a hopefully forthcoming, more lively

debate on gender, pedagogy and teaching.
With our text we have tried to convey

different voices of experience within a
gender-conscious educational discourse.
These voices belong to colleagues from a
Swedish, Scandinavian and international

arena, including our own. Together they con-
stitute an interdisciplinary pool of educa-
tional experiences from both a teaching and

a learning point of view. We will begin by

giving a brief presentation of the background
of the gender-critical educational discourse
in Scandinavian archaeology, followed by
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discussions on its current scope in Sweden

and some visions for the future. Our text may
be read as a list of possible topics of interest

to the teacher of gender studies. But first and

foremost, we will point to some questions
which we think are worthy of holding further

dialogues, or 'multilogues', on.

AIM OF THE PAPER
The aim of our paper is to make more explicit
and visible some questions that we feel are

of importance to the development of gender-

conscious education in archaeology. To throw

light on various aspects of these questions,
we will focus on the following problems:

i) how to introduce gender-critical perspec-
tives into the curriculum of archaeology
(and which methods to use);

ii) how to understand the prerequisites for
the students' learning abilities and their
interest in learning and knowledge-

making, in order to help them in this

process;
iii) how to deal with (negative) reactions to

engendered studies among students and

staff, and how to make them gender con-

SC1OUS;

iv) how to deal with existing, reductive
models for prehistoric social structures
and individuals, and suggestions on how

to change these models.
With complex problems such as the one
presented above, it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to give competent, ready answers.
On the other hand, if the solutions to our
topics were easy and general, there would be
no need to discuss them. Instead, we think

there are many possible ways of developing
the issues we put forward, and knowledge of
local solutions is seen as being of great
interest to further discussion. We prefer to
view the present topics as being of an open-
ended character, and as such also a part of an

on-going and provisional debate on gender-
conscious academic knowledge and scholar-

ship.

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND
PREMISES
Before discussing the above questions, it is

necessary to explain the position we have

taken, as well as the general background to
which our discussion is related. As will

become clear in the following, we generally
position ourselves within a standpoint
feminist paradigm (Harding 1993; Conkey
K Gero 1997; cf. Willemark 1999). In accor-
dance with this position, the implication of
the term 'gender-critical', or 'gender-con-
scious', is presumed to be the investigation
and re-examination of reductive models of
personal identities, of social relationships and

ofpositions in the environment of the scholar,
in education, as well as in representations of
prehistory. Relationships of this kind have

been potential relationships of asymmetrical

power, at least if we regard them in histori-

cally known contexts (cf. Scott 1986). This
understanding is shared by several gender-
conscious perspectives focusing on different

aspects of scholarship and science. The
various perspectives have been given such
names as 'Women's Studies', 'Gender Stu-
dies' and 'Feminist Studies'. Lately queer-
theorists and critical masculinists (e.g. Knapp
k Meske111997; Solli 1998; Strassburg 1999;
Welinder 1999) have joined feminist critics
on several points of issue. Knowledge from

all of these perspectives has from a standpoint
feminist stance, found to be fruitful for
teaching and learning archaeology. The pre-
sence ofvarious kinds of gender perspectives,
together examining all levels of archaeology
and prehistory, will enable different points
of departure for teaching.

The goals of gender-critical education can

be seen as twofold. One aim is to develop a

critique of the power structures in education
and in professional practice in order to change
these structures. The other aim is the writing
of democratic narratives of the past. A

general vision for the future among gender
critics is to develop this on a more systematic
level.
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In this paper we will use the denomina- Conkey 1991; Walde & Willows 1991;
tions of Women's Studies, and Feminist Moore & Scott 1997; Caesar et al. 1999;
Studies, as well as Gender-critical and Werbart 1999). It also deals with analyses of
Gender-conscious Studies, as we think that the context of scholarship and its engendered

all of them are represented in our own con- power structures (fig. 1), and among the

text. What advocates of these perspectives analyses we find biographical issues seen in

hold in common and share with other critical a new light (e.g. Engelstad 1991; Wylie

perspectives, is the rejection of the so-called 1991a, 1991b, 1992; du Cros & Smith 1993;
'Dominant discourses', that is, sexist, racist Djaz-Andren & S@rensen 1997; Karljsch et
and class-biased discourses. This criticism is al. 1997; Kresa & Lövkvist 1999). General

present within teaching and learning in many overviews and reviews of gender-critical
different respects. Within the field of texts, of women's studies and of feminist

pedagogy, feminists have expanded on a theories in archaeology, are also available

range of issues including different aspects of (e.g. Dommasnes 1992; Sprensen 1992;
how education is engendered, as well as of Hjprungdal 1995a; Conkey & Gero 1997;
how feminist critique contributes to the Lövkvist 1998 and cf. references in these
process of teaching and learning (cf. Luke & works).
Gore 1992). We find one of the feminist discourses,

Within archaeology and anthropology, standpoint feminism, particularly useful. Our

feminist criticism is directed against andro- respect for some of its ideas is expressed in

centric/ethnocentric discourses (cf. e.g. Con- our article in the following way: The attempt

key & Spector 1984; Smith 1995).This criti- to highlight the connections between know-

cism must be seen in relation to a conscious- ledge and politics in order to explore how

ness shared by gender critics, namely that the production of knowledge is influenced

social beings and relationships are en- by different kinds of pol itics (Harding
gendered through cultural notions which are 1993:55f).The basic view is that all know-

problematic in essence, and as such are sub- ledge is socially, culturally, politically and

jects to differing and changing
interpretations. One is also aware

of the potentials for sociological jn.~„' . :--'. g
and epistemological change that

are embedded in the notion of
gender-critical scholarship. During

x&

the last few years archaeologists
have contributed to the develop-
ment of gender-conscious per-
spectives and concepts on all of
these different levels and within

several parts of the discipline. The
production of gender-conscious Fig. l. This photograph shows the ce&en&onial inst&&llation of
knowledge concerns interpreta- several professo&s. Out of t&velve p&ofessors, onfv tuo a&e

tions of the past, offering alter women. This photo could in p&inciple have bee» tal. e» at anv

natjves tp ttadjtjpnaljst jmages pf &ime d&uing the last fiftv vears, but it s&as not. /t was talen in

wpmen men chjldren and pf AP&il, in theyear of g&ace /999 at the Unive&sitv of Gothenbu&g.

Ho&v fa&. has the e&/nit issue reached in &co/i tvv Photo: Gö&an
human relationships in prehistory,

Olofsson. Publishedin GU Journalen, Nyf&ete&. fi &m Göteborgs
including the process of growing unive&sitet n&: 4-5juni /999. 14ith /ind peru&ission /i on& Gö&an
up (e g ' c r» ero & O(ofsnson, Allan E&ihsson ancl the GU Journal.
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historically situated, which underlies the

opinion that multiple, marginalised lives have

better qualities from which to start knowledge

projects (Harding 1993:56ff, 61, 65ff; see
also Luke & Gore 1992:47).The reason for
this is, in Sandra Harding's words, that
"starting off through from these lives provides
fresh and more critical questions about how

the social order works than does starting off
through from the unexamined lives of
members of dominant groups" (Harding
1993:62).

This also helps create a strong reflexivity,
which also includes putting the subject of
knowledge in the same critical light as the

object of knowledge (Harding 1993:69).
Another prerequisite for a strong reflexivity
has a hermeneutic side to it, in that "the

subject of knowledge /. . ./ must be considered

as part of the object of knowledge from the

perspective of scientific method" (Harding
1993:69).Therefore we try to explore how

knowledge is mediated and activated, as well

as explore the situation of students, who are,

by definition, at the bottom of the hierarchical

ladder and empowered influence. Our at-

tempts to present multiple voices can be seen

as a desire to make visible a heterogeneity,
and in some cases a similarity, of experiences
from different positions.

Gender critics are not restricted to the

implications of traditionalist science and

scholarship. It is just as crucial to be aware

of current constructions of academic know-

ledge and structures. It has been pointed out
that the relationship between general critical
scholarship and feminist theory is ambiguous.
This concerns critical pedagogy and its

relationship to feminist pedagogy (Luke &
Gore 1992), as well as the relationship be-
tween general post-processual archaeology
and gender-critical and feminist archaeology.
One criticism put forward is that post-
processual science tends to ignore relation-

ships which traditionally have been con-
nected with the exercise of asymmetrical
power. The exercise of power in post-

processual archaeology is recognised through

the ignorance of the nature of problematic
relationships, but not least through the nature

of the language in academic papers. This is

the case concerning androcentric as well as
ethnocentric aspects (Engelstad 1991; Smith

1995). Texts seem to have been written

exclusively for scholars, and are inaccessible
to non-learned people because they are simp-

ly too difficult. The Swedish students that
Tove has been teaching have to a great extent
reacted and commented on texts, especially
texts produced by English-speaking post-
processualists, including some feminists. The
students feel strongly that the texts represent
exercises of power.

Our last point to make in this general
background is that through its critique, and

through its potential for changing relation-

ships on different levels, gender-conscious
archaeology makes up a force in academic
discourses. From these international influen-

ces, we will now move to their effects on the

creation of gender-educational issues in a

Swedish archaeological context.

INITIAL EFFORTS IN SWEDISH
ARCHAEOLOGY
For many years now, there have been sporadic
discussions on gender and education in

Swedish archaeology. Tove is one of several

teachers of archaeology to have shown

interest in these issues from an early stage.
She tells here about two of the early events

concerning gender-conscious teaching in

archaeology:

Tove: Although not all teachers were in-

volved, the interest was great enough to
get as many as about one third of us, a
representative number of about 20 col-
leagues, to a special conference in Lund

on gender-critical university teaching in

archaeology, in the autumn of 1994.
Questions about gender and teaching in

archaeology had first been raised as a

topic at a general archaeology teachers'
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conference in the spring of 1993. At the

1994 conference, teachers from all of the

five ordinary Swedish university depart-

ments of archaeology, as well as represen-

tatives from a couple of university col-

leges, were present. We also had the

pleasure of having Professor Gro Mandt

from the University of Bergen, Norway

as our guest. She deserves, at least in my

eyes, the name "the Grand Old Lady" of
teaching gender issues in archaeology in

Scandinavia, and is also a pioneer of
issuing didactics in archaeology in

general. In addition to the departments

of prehistory, also medieval/historical

archaeology and historical osteology were

represented at the conference, all of which

are closely connected in Sweden. Both
male and female teachers attended, and

they contributed to the dialogues through

papers and topics of discussion. Several

of my colleagues have expressed their

interest in following up these initial

teaching and learning discussions in

future conferences, but as yet no further

conferences on gender-informed educa-

tion in archaeology have been held.

In 1994 I also had the opportunity to

attend a university teachers' course on

didactic questions, given by representa-

tives of the Staff Development Unit at the

University of Umeå. Each course partici-

pant had to choose an educational topic
for evaluation and enlargement. This gave

me the possibility to start a systematic
documentation and discussion of gender-

critical education for archaeologists (cf.
Hjerungdal 1995b). This pedagogical
course has had great impact on my work

ever since, and has left clear imprints also

on the present discussion. Several of the

projects from this educational course are

also published in a conference report

(Staff Development Unit 1995).

The efforts carried out during these meetings

stress the need for discussions on gender

issues in university education, and they also

point to a will among teachers and staff to

develop gender-conscious education. There

are, however, obstacles that have to be

crossed. We will discuss some of them with

reference mainly to Toves, but also Lindas,

experiences.

SOME SCANDINAVIAN EXPERIENCES
Around the mid-1980s, Women's Studies as

well as other gender-critical directions in

Swedish archaeology slowly became visible

through published works and through
researchers' participation in conferences
abroad. The Göteborg archaeological

department played the most active role in this

early development of engendering Swedish

archaeology in general.

In Norwegian education, graduate

students of archaeology in Bergen could

already in 1974 attend a seminar on Women's

Studies, led by Professor Mandt (cf. Dom-

masnes 1992). Lectures, lessons and under-

graduate seminars on a regular basis were,

however, not usual at any of the Scandinavian

universities before the mid- or late 1980s.
Having had experience from various de-

partments in Scandinavia, and from different

educational positions, Tove has the possibility

to convey a broad range of encounters with

gender issues from different universities,

which not all of us may have the opportunity

to experience ourselves. She invites us to

share her memories of her undergraduate

education, her post-graduate years as well as

teaching situations, together with a few re-

marks by Linda:

Tove: During my undergraduate studies in

archaeology in Bergen in the late 1970s,
we had the possibility to do a seminar

exercise on the subject of women's posi-

tion in prehistory. I did not dare write

about this, because I felt I did not have

any knowledge of it, and as far as I recall

only one person (a woman) had the

courage to accept this task. The education

Current Swedish Archaeology, Vol. 8, 2000
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we received did not include lessons or
literature on the subject of women, as not
much had been written yet from a critical
perspective. Other subjects usually in-

cluded in the degree of a Scandinavian
archaeologist did, perhaps, start teaching
women's studies at an earlier date, or at
least introduced some literature to their
students. When I studied history of art in

1977, we could for instance choose some
books on women artists, although nobody
explained them to us.

Linda: Yes, in that respect things have really
changed since then. However, in my first
encounter with the academic world and
the various theoretical discourses, I had
a similar experience. When I first started

my university education in 1989, I studied
within the "Social Geography on Building
Conservation" programme (Sw. Bebyg-
gelseantikvariska linjen) in Göteborg.
During the 3-year education not much was
said about either gender structures or
feminism, as far as I can remember. I
began my archaeological studies in 1993,
in the Göteborg department, and I
remember encountering feminism and

gender issues especially during the third

term, which I will have to consider as my
'awakening hour'. It was really a process
finding out about gender structures,
especially the current ones. Although it
was sometimes a struggle to face the
reality of these facts, I started work on
gender issues already the following term.
However, accepting the gender structures
as well as feminism, and realising its great
importance was a gradual process and
therefore took a bit longer. This was in

spite of the fact that we had a special
course on gender, where we learned about
present, historic and prehistoric gender
arrangements from a critical perspective,
with lots of literature as well as instructive
and enlightening lectures mainly by
Elisabeth Arwill-Nordbladh. Feminism is

not only about literature but also about
personal reflections, and they may take
some time to develop and mature. This is
therefore a position where much en-
couragement and support is needed.

Tove: Well, in my case it was not until 1980,
when I completed my undergraduate
studies in social anthropology, that I
found that women's studies were in some
cases integrated into this discipline.
Papers written by the Ardeners held a

central position in women's studies of
anthropology in those days. This re-
presented my first learning about women
in culture and society. I also think that

my first clear awareness of the issue of
women and scholarship was conceived
through the study of social anthropology.
Yet the insight that scholarship is en-
gendered through asymmetrical power
came to me much later, in the mid-1980s.
That was when Conkey & Spector (1984)
published their seminal paper, and when
the Norwegian K.A.N. was established in

1985 (K.A.N. = Kvinner i Arkeologi i

Norge, which in translation means,
Women in Archaeology in Norway).

My earliest experience of teaching
gender topics in archaeology was a
special course I gave in 1987 while a
graduate student at the University of
Lund. The course, named 'Gender roles
in prehistory', was an extra-curricular
course. I think you can guess which group
of students came to my course. Yes, five
female students, all ofwhom were already
familiar with gender- and equity issues,
either through their studies or by own

personal experiences and maturation. I
think it played an important part that none
of them was very young, and that some
of them had experience from other fields
and professions than archaeology, some
of them were mothers, and some of them
had a background in foreign cultures. I

cannot say that I was surprised by the
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presence of these special participants.
Rather, I found myself disappointed by

the lack of interest and absence of the rest

of the students. Later on, when I had the

opportunity to work through some ques-

tions on why and how we should teach

gender-critical archaeology, I reached the

conclusion that, rather than confine our

support to the few already conscious and

interested students, we ought to try to

inspire all of our students. Students al-

ready aware of gender issues would be

those expected to tum up anyway, if we

exclusively gave gender courses outside

of ordinary teaching schedules.
Gender-critical compulsory courses

first became real to me when I started my

employment as a research fel low in

archaeology at the University of Umeå

in 1992. Here I was expected to integrate

gender-critical archaeology into already

existing third term-theory courses. This

meant that all of the third-term students

had to read the literature and discuss

questions on gender critique in order to

get their degree. When gender issues are

a prerequisite, the students realise that

questions on gender are not restricted to

a confined area of study, or to a few

specialists. Rather, it is a matter of archae-

ological perspective, which they as pro-

fessional archaeologists are expected to

have at least some knowledge about as

well as an awareness of. And my ex-

perience says that most students read the

gender literature well; they were able to

form an opinion of it, and they discussed

problems well at their exams. Experiences
like these are shared by Norwegian

colleagues who have practised gender-

critical teaching at least as long as wc

have in Sweden (cf. Mandt 1994).
There are several ways of workin& . In

Umeå we tried to give the students an

overview of gender-critical archaeology,

from the birth of Women's Studies in the

1970s, until today's various kinds of

gender-critical perspectives. In my teach-

ing I have tried to enlarge on the Present/

Past relationship, which has been a central

topic within Swedish feminist studies in

archaeology at large (cf. Hjerungdal
1995a and references in this work). In

practice this is carried out through the

teaching of academic sociological issues,

as well as interpretations of prehistoric

contexts. Students read literature written

by scholars within each chronological

period, from the Stone Age to Historical

archaeology, and from Oscar Montelius

and his participation in the Women's

Liberation Movement in the 1800s to the

present-day situation in academia. This
includes the study ofour own department,

through statistical surveys on men and

women employed and on which academic

positions we find them in respectively.

How to introduce gender-critical

perspectives to undergraduate students,

turned out to be a challenge. In my own

teaching, introductory questions often

used to be, 'What is feminist science?',
'What is feminist critique?' 'What is a

gender-critical perspective?' and 'How

are these issues incorporated into and

applied in archaeology?' Gradually I be-

came convinced that these questions do

not make good starting-points in under-

graduate education, and this doubt led me

to begin a systematic scrutiny. Rather, in

ttty viewitiö necessaty to start wirh everv-

day queötions as they are found in avail-

able gender studies. This means to start
with the results of feminist research, in-

stead of with a presentation of some of
the difficult topics within feminist theory.

From my colleagues I learned that one of
the better methods to introduce gender

perspectives is to focus on areas of classic

gender stereotypes, like the distribution

of work, the manufacturing of tools, and

the organisation of prehistoric house-

holds. These kinds of examples are

connected with interpretations of past
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material culture, as well as with areas of
contemporary everyday life lived by the
students themselves. The questions asked

might be, 'Who lived in the households?'
'What kinds of social relationships tied
the persons to each other?' Another good
idea is to start gender-critical teaching by
studying pictorial representations, pro-
duced by archaeologists, of prehistoric
people and their social formations. A

good discussion of pictures in archae-

ology is given by our Australian colleague
Stephanie Moser (Moser 1993). Asking
questions about the lives of prehistoric
people, as well as about the archae-
ologist's images of people from different

periods, seems to be one way to help
students recognise and define their own

views. This might in tum enable them to
see how important it is to know that past
people's identities and relationships have

not been static or unchangeable, nor have

they been mirrors of present lives. As far
as the choices of clear examples presented
to the students, things worked out well in

most respects. This insight has grown
slowly, and it comprises an important
point in my own personal and professional
development in university teaching. I
have found that greater eAort is needed
in asking questions that relate to the
students' own experiences, as an introduc-

tory theme in gender studies.

Linda: Yes, but to do that one has to know a
few things about their earlier experiences,
especially from their years at school.
School has been a big part of their lives,
and it has educated them in more respects
than just the basic subjects like maths,
history and languages. The social environ-
ments and prevailing gender structures
must have had a great influence on young
people, so I think it is important to keep
that in mind when dealing with teaching
issues, curricula and syllabi.

Finally, we can conclude this discussion by

stating that there are quite a few researchers
and teachers who have started to discuss
university curricula and other teaching issues.
However, the situation is still such that not
much effort has been made to explain the
students' positions and their prerequisites for
learning. In order to discuss teaching issues
with positive results in agency and practice,
it is important to have an idea of how the
students have been shaped in situations of
learning and knowledge-making in previous
educational environments. We will therefore
make an attempt to give a general picture of
how school affects the pupils in various
respects.

GENDERED KNOWLEDGE AND RE-
PRODUCTION IN SCHOOL
Many researchers have shown that knowledge
is gendered (e.g. Belenky et aL 1986; Staberg
1992; Widerberg 1995). This 'genderness'
not only includes social sex, but also social
class, ethnicity as well as many other factors,
and it affects us in our perception, work and

engagement in knowledge. It also becomes
embedded in our behaviour later in life,
which is why it is important for university
teachers of knowing about the students' pre-
vious experiences. By knowing about these
'social historic' factors, it is easier to under-

stand the students and their various pre-
requisites. We will give a short description
of some of the mechanisms within the Swe-
dish education system, from the last stage of
compulsory school to college and the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.

The parents' level of education and their
social status aAect the pupils' learning con-
tinuously, starting from an early stage. It also
has an impact on the choices of different
education levels (Härnqvist 1993:10;Skol-
verket 1996:31).The parents' attitude to-
wards knowledge and their support of their
children in this respect depend on their own
level of education, and it will directly aAect
the grades of their children (Härnqvist
1993:10,35). This parental influence does,
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however, decrease during the college years
in favour to social influences, such as the

labour market (Wernersson 1991:7, 10).
Classroom interaction is another impor-

tant aspect of learning in school (fig. 2).
Unfortunately, all of the prejudices —in fact
even more —of how social and gender struc-

tures work in school have been found valid

by many researchers. For instance the girls
who ask and get to answer the most questions

generally have well-educated parents, while

most parents of the silent girls are low-

educated; but no such pattern is found among
the boys (Staberg 1992:105f; Wernersson

1991:34).Boys usually act in large groups
and dominate the classroom (as well as other

public 'rooms') by getting the most attention.

This is achieved by answering the majority
of the questions —often without being asked,

and by disorderly and noisy behaviour (Öhrn

1986:188; Wernersson 1991:75; Staberg
1992:103). Girls mostly work in smaller

groups, co-operate more than the boys, and

have to act as assisting 'patrolmen' to keep
the lessons going somewhat smoothly (Sta-
berg 1992:106, 127). However, the girls as

well as the silent and ambitious boys are

harassed for both success and mistakes in the

classroom. An interesting comment here is

that school, according to the Swedish national

curriculum from 1994, is obliged to help the

pupils develop the ability to empathise and

show understanding and sympathy for other

people and their situation (Hägglund & Öhrn

1998:1).The pupils should also learn to give

these people appropriate help, according to
their own ability. However, these paragraphs
of the national curriculum have been found

to be very ineffective (Hägglund & Öhrn

1998:12).
Another interesting observation concerns

differences in modes of learning. Boys tend

to learn through play and competition, while

girls consider learning as work (Staberg
1992:12').Girls also stress the importance

of understanding in the process of learning

and knowledge-making. If they do not under-

stand the issues, they blame themselves, a

fact that creates uncertainty about their own

competence. Boys, on the other hand, seldom

confess that they do not comprehend, and

when they do they put the blame on external

factors. Moments of competition, which is a

common element in classroom teaching, are

hence unfair and especially discouraging for
the more insecure girls.

Gender is a strong indicator when it

comes to self-esteem. Girls, perhaps not

unexpectedly, tend to estimate their own

capacity lower than the boys even when there

are no differences in real achievement (Skol-
verket 1996:33; see also Tallberg Broman
1997: 14).

The factor that has the greatest impact
on marks, however, is social background. So
called longitudinal studies (studies carried out

and followed up over many years) have

shown continuous tendencies in that pupils

Fig. 2. An everyday scene in a pri-
mary school classroom in Göteborg,
September 1999.Photo: S.Axelsson.
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from higher social classes get higher marks

than pupils from lower social groups (Skol-
verket 1996:28ff). Although gender diffe-
rences exist —girls generally get higher marks

than boys (Wernersson 1991:44) they are

less influential than the social differences in

this respect.
There is a strong correlation between the

choice of college programs and the educa-
tional level of the parents. Children of highly
educated parents more frequently choose 3-
4 year theoretical programs than children
whose parents have low social status and little

education: the ratio is as much as approxi-
mately 70% to 20% (see diagram in Härn-

qvist 1993:8,33; see also Staberg 1992:152;
Reuterberg 1994:2; Hansen 1997:17).Theo-
retical programmes have higher status than

the practical ones, but within the categories
there are also status variations among the

directions of the programmes. However, the

college structures and most of its programmes
is more adapted to male needs and wishes
than to female ones.

When the Swedish Scholastic Aptitude
Test was introduced in 1977, the idea was to
give people a second chance for higher educa-

tion, and in the process also lessen the social
uneven recruitment to universities and col-
leges (Reuterberg 1994:I; Hansen 1997:2).
Reality shows, however, another resul t.
Women have generally higher graduation
marks than men, but in spite of this women

get lower grades than men on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (Stage, Internet). Although
differences between the sexes exist, they are
less pronounced than the 'differences within'.

Older participants, for example, often get
higher marks than younger participants, and

the best results are found among those who

have attended the theoretical 3-4 year
programmes in high school, and have the

highest social status.
These conditions show how gender is in

action long before the start of the university

education, but they only show what happens
on the surface. What actually happens inside

these people, that is their thinking, is naturally

just as important, although greatly influenced

by the external prerequisites. We will there-

fore present ideas on how the actual thinking

is educated.

THE EDUCATION OF THINKING
The above description of the Swedish school
world shows that the external prerequisites
for knowledge are permeated with gendered
values and mechanisms, which are directly
transferred to the individual knowledge-

making. Another contributing factor with

great impact on thinking and knowledge-

making, is the socio-political framework for
norms and value systems.

This is the reason that also some know-

ledge of thinking is important for under-

standing how knowledge is produced, in our

case in the minds of the students.
Carl Martin Allwood, anthropologist of

knowledge and professor of psychology in

Göteborg and Lund, maintains that thinking

itself always has a content. The content is

guided by personal goals, interests and needs,
as well as the individual's mental resources
and knowledge (Allwood 1988:19).The latter

are in tum influenced by factors such as

material and social positions. Allwood also
claims that we can control our thinking only

to a certain extent, and that the unconscious
thinking is governed by rapid associations to
earlier stored knowledge and experiences of,
for example, a social and ecological
character, a so called pre-conscious level, as

well as the unconscious level.
The content obtains its meaning through

understanding, which is a prerequisite for a

more complex thinking (Allwood 1992a:4,
1992b:19).This fact throws some new light

on the girls' need for understanding (see
above), which in this respect seems to be a

sound one. Meaning, which thus also affects
thinking, is created by both internal and

external factors, yet another aspect of the pre-

conscious/unconscious thinking. These cir-

cumstances contribute to govern form as well
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as content in the person's thinking, for in-

stance through experiences with social and

gender implications (Allwood 1988:19$.
Also aspects of individual personality are

presumed to interact here, for example self-

esteem. From this it follows that a student

with high self-esteem dares to embrace diffi-

cult challenges with great enthusiasm and

gains by these important experiences which

can lead to new challenges, knowledge and

visions. In light of the previous description

of aspects of self-esteem in school, this prob-
lem is clearly gender-related, with insecure

girls as the losers.
The pre-conscious knowledge referred to

above has culturally gendered implications,
manifested in tacit knowing (Kalman 1999).
This tacit knowing has in tum bodily im-

plications and is sometimes referred to as

corporeal knowledge, and it will be discussed
in more detail below.

BEYOND THE OBVIOUS THE 'BODY'

OF KNOWLEDGE
Tacit knowing refers, according to the Swe-

dish philosopher, PhD in Theory of Science,
Hildur Kalman, to the way we use our body
as well as intellect when we direct our atten-

tion towards the world (Kalman 1999:38ff).
This tacit knowing presupposes two direc-
tions, one 'from' and one 'to'. We start from
tacit knowing to tum our attention to some-

thing, where our knowledge is expressed. An

example of this tacit knowing is gender-based

bodily experience.
Knowledge has by many philosophers,

such as Dilthey, Lipps and Polanyi, been
defined as depending on so called 'in-

dwelling', or empathy, where knowledge is
achieved by 'dwelling in' oneself during the

learning process or experience (Kalman
1999:34+.It is when we dwell in ourselves

that we incorporate and assimilate knowledge

and experience in our being, a phenomenon

referred to as interiorising. When we feel
threatened we narrow the boundaries of our-

selves and do not dwell in ourselves any

more. We mentally leave our body, so called

exteriorising, and as a result we limit the

experiences and knowledge that we might

otherwise absorb, which in tum affects also

our future conditions. Trust is thus an impor-

tant prerequisite for learning and knowledge-

making.
Gender is related to thinking, meaning

and knowledge in that humans are thinking

creatures and that all people are gendered.
We are all gendered actors, where gender is

our starting point when producing new know-

ledge. Hence, gender constitutes a bodily
experience, which precedes knowing (Kal-
man 1999:33).Kalman develops this aspect
further:

"The fact ofbeing gendered, gives women

and men in our society a qualitatively

gendered embodied experience, and thus

a gendered knowledge of the world.
Meaning as inherent in praxis and the
world as we apprehend and remake it is

thus also engraved in our bodies, in-

fluencing thoughts and language. Al-

though it is conceptually possible to
distinguish body, thought and language,

they are co-constituted. Thus we cannot

simply erase the gendered experience of
our being-in-the-world as women and

men. / / It is embodied knowledge of
the world, that may be present in thought

as well as in posture, in language as well

as in movement. It may be seen in the

language of the lived body, and as part of
a being-in-the-world. " (Kalman 1999:91)

These aspects are valid also for other cate-

gories of identities, for example ethnicity and

social class. The gendered female situation

has, however, perhaps even deeper corporeal
implications, since women's bodies have

more areas that are shamed, and are earlier
shamed in comparison to men's (Kalman
1999:92). Kalman says further that our
cultural gender structures are inherited and

reproduced through this tacit knowing, which

guides us in social relations and actions
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(Kalman 1999:94).These mechanisms may

help to explain the slow and viscous societal
structures, both in respect to gender roles and

social class (Kalman 1999:100ff).They also
show that new insight and knowledge must

be practised time and time again, in order
for us to gradually incorporate them into our

way of thinking so that they will feel familiar
and safe.

In connection with these research state-

ments, we believe that these mechanisms
ought to be considered in gender teaching.
For instance, there ought to be possibilities
to practice the new, perhaps different know-

ledge of gender-structures in such a way that

the students can assimilate these insights in

a personal way in their own thinking and

being. We will return to this later and instead

tum to a kind of creative teaching/learning
situation that we consider education should

aim at: constructed knowing and a situated

knowledge.

CONSTRUCTED KNOWING AND
SITUATED KNOWLEDGE
There are many ways of knowing and of
learning. If we look to professional gender-
conscious educationists, some ways of learn-

ing are seen by them as being more consistent
with gender-critical perspectives than others.
This concerns what they call 'constructed
knowing'. To become a 'constructed knower'

is in short to develop a point of view where

knowledge is considered as contextual, and

where both objective and subjective strategies
are evaluated and assimilated in the self to
achieve knowledge (Belenky et al. 1986:15,
179; cf. Clinchy 1990; Lather 1991).In this

process the gap between intellect and emo-

tions is bridged. It is said about students

having reached this kind of knowing that
"There is a new excitement about learning
and the power of the mind. / / Con-
structivists become passionate knowers,
knowers who enter into a union with that
which is to be known. " (Belenky et al.
1986:140f). Reaching the idealistic con-

structed knowing, however, is done through
an earlier phase of 'connected knowing',
where a hermeneutic approach to knowledge
is developed. In general terms this implies,

among other things, being able to use per-
sonal experiences as integrated into scientific
knowledge in one's development as a knower.

It is an ability to listen to others, their perso-
nal experiences, and their ways of perceiving
and knowing. It encompasses the whole

person and his/her development. If teachers
are to help students become constructed
knowers, they must first help them to develop
a connected knowing. These idealistic ways
of knowing are consistent with conceiving
of oneself as an integrated part of scholarship,
as a creator and constructor of scientific
context and ofmodels in science, a goal worth

striving for. Although the work of Mary Field
Belenky and her colleagues has been carried
out from the position of 'women's ways of
knowing' it does not exclude the possibility
that also men can develop into 'constructed
knowers' through similar procedures. We
believe that the above conceptions of ways
of knowing are worthy of visualisation and

discussion also in archaeology.
Another aspect worthy of attention is that

of 'situated knowledge', which might be
more familiar to us (cf. Conkey & Gero
1997), and which involves a similar attitude

to learning as in 'connected knowing'.
Knowledge looks different depending on the

perspective of the knower. The social scientist
Carmen Luke explains that situated know-

ledge implies that the social subject who
possesses the knowledge is seen as related to
and located in a historical, cultural and politi-
cal situation (Luke 1992:47). The kinds of
knowledge presented above are indeed re-
mote from the received and isolated pure
intellectual knowledge acquired through
traditional methods of learning, or the
'banking model', to quote the revolutionary
educationist Paulo Freire (Freire 1970;Belen-

ky et al. 1986). To learn isolated facts by
heart, and to reproduce the facts at exams, is
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well known in our own environment, for ex-

ample in teaching and learning about arte-

facts, their typology and chronology.
A useful and interesting genre which we

think will help to visualise one's development

as a knower, is represented by the profes-
sional biographical notes written by some

elderly Swedish archaeologists, and from a

gender-conscious stance (e.g. Strömberg
1991; Thålin-Bergman 1990) as well as a

mainstream stance (Malmer 1995). Within

the life-history approach in archaeology, we

would like to mention an inspiring American

textbook (Reyman 1992) which can also
throw some light on Scandinavian traditions

within archaeology, and which can help us

find new ideas to try out in our own context.
Leaving these internal knowledge-

making procedures for now, we will return

to the external factors in education in order

to highlight the realities of the social context
for teachers and students.

THE CONTEXT OF TEACHER/
STUDENT
Issues with a background in feminist and

other critical theories tend to concern the

personal or private realms of the student as

well as the teacher. The context shared by
student and teacher is not made up of the

transmission of knowledge from teacher to
student alone. The shared context includes

also matters of academic social life, such as

equity issues and power. Workplace issues

are in many respects thoroughly discussed
in archaeology, for example by Wylie (1992).
Among the topics discussed at the Swedish

archaeology teachers' conference on gender-

critical education, is the question of whether

it matters if the teaching staff is uni-gendered,

either exclusively men or women. Who is

teaching archaeology, and which positions
do they have in academia?

At present there are several female uni-

versity teachers of archaeology in Sweden,
but none of them holds a regular professor's

chair. The general male-female ratio among

teachers today has not been statistically
documented. The ideal situation, according
to colleagues and staff, seems to be an equal

representation of men and women. Students

should at least be given the opportunity to

be taught by female as well as by male

teachers during their undergraduate years.
Equal representation of male and female
teachers would as such make up a real-life

example of what we are teaching through

gender studies.
The students' response to gender-critical

education is of utmost importance. Most
students, men as well as women, show a

positive attitude to gender studies in archae-

ology. Some of them have stated that the

engendering of education opened their eyes,
and they are astonished by the discovery that

they did not see the presence of gender earlier

in their lives and education. Some students,

however, both men and women, seem to get
annoyed and even provoked when they are

faced with gender issues. There can be many

reasons for the negative reactions shown by
some students, and as a teacher it takes a lot

of experience and work to learn how to cope
with them, and to transform such situations

into acts of constructive dialogue. We con-

sider this issue as being one of the most diffi-

cult aspects of teaching and learning gender-

critical perspectives, and we will expand on

this issue in the next chapter, starting with
Tove's experiences.

ASPECTS OF EMOTIONALITY AND
AMBIGUITY IN TEACHING/LEARNING
Advocating a 'constructed knowledge'
implies, among other things, assimilating
intellectual and emotional thinking into

knowledge-making. Initially this is not an

easy process to carry out, neither for student

nor for teacher. Encountering gender and

feminist issues is obviously more or less
emotionally explosive, a situation that may

be difficult to handle for some students. The
combination of being confronted with the

notion of gender structures and feminist
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strivings and at the same time having an

unconscious, gendered corporeal conception
of the world, is a tough situation which can
lead to an 'exteriorising' of the students'

selves. This in tum makes the teaching-
learning task very difficult. If the students
are not 'dwelling' in themselves they will

have difficulty assimilating and making new

knowledge a part of their own thinking.
Meeting these frustrations in a teaching situa-
tion is not an easy task either, and there may
be an immediate risk that the frustration be-
comes contagious. One means of dealing with

this problem might be to distinguish and

make visible features of character, in order
to find possible solutions. Tove will present
such features which she has found in her work

with Swedish undergraduate students.

Tove: In this part of my discussion, I have

tried to professionalise some types of
awkward and emotional situations by
describing them in the following four
paragraphs. I have also tried to find partial

explanations for some of the problems.
They seem, however, to defy easy solu-

tions.

i) Personal attacks on the teacher as a
fetnale individual. Students might, for
instance, sometimes treat their female
teachers in a different and condescending
manner compared to how they treat their
male teachers. The female teacher can
also be attacked through distrust, for ex-

ample by questioning her competence if
she holds an opinion that differs from the

opinion of another (male) colleague.
ii) The student teaching the teacher; or,
rather, giving her a lesson on what archae-

ology is and is not. For example, a student

might claim that feminist theory is a
Women's Movement issue and as such is

irrelevant to archaeology, just as gender
roles are marginal to the discipline, too.
This reaction might depend on a lack of
communication between student and
teacher as well as on the feeling of being

too involved and personally affected. It
was the teacher's task to signal that she

preferred a good discussion on different
views of gender roles, on how politics
tend to intermingle with science and so
on. But this turned out to be difficult as
the student was simply convinced of the
idea that the teacher was mixing things

up. The best thing one can do in this
situation is simply to leave the annoyed
student alone and not pushing her/him by
giving further explanations, and leave the

problem unsol ved.

iii) Emotional e~pressions like "Femin-
ism being oppressive to men". This reac-
tion might stem from the situation referred
to in point ii). However, many people get
scared when 'feminism' is mentioned, and

I am inclined to agree with some of my
colleagues who suggest that we should
avoid this notion in our introductory
speeches. Rather, later on, when students

have become familiar with the results of
gender studies, and found that they
themselves are part of a scientific context,
we can explain its background in feminist
problem issues. As already mentioned, we

should also try to use concepts that are
familiar to the students in our discussions
on theoretical connections. This chal-
lenging task can be met in several ways.

iv) Students belittling the gender-critical
frantework of the study, by labelling
feminism and gender-themes as issues of
their parents' generation. Many students

bom during the 1960s and 1970s are
brought up under political circumstances,
aiming at being much less gender- and

class-segregated than students of only a
few decades earlier, when the teacher
herself was brought up. This might even
make them 'gender blind', as they were

brought up according to an ideology of
equity, through which schisms and the
creation of favourites may have been
denied despite their occurrence in real
life. When the students become aware of
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the fact that inequality is still present, and

is being debated, they might feel dis-

appointed or provoked, as they feel it has

nothing to do with their ideals in life. This

might in part explain the belittling atti-

tude, but it is hardly the full explanation.

Once again this points out the importance

of using examples from contemporary
lives and works in our discussions.
The belittling of the approach of study

and the urge to teach the teacher a lesson

have been the most common negative
reactions, as far as my experiences go.
According to Wylie, sceptical responses
seem to be so frequent that she found she

could identify a group which she named

SGSs, Sceptical Graduate Students

(Wylie 1991a:17).I myself have more

often experienced scepticism to, as well

as belittling of gender studies among
undergraduates. It is necessary to confront

this, and to try and find out how to cope
with it in ways that represent something

positive, both to the teacher and the

student. The issues discussed here also
touch upon the notions of emotionality
and feelings, which are seen as necessary
to all learning, according to feminist
educationalists. You cannot learn if you

are not involved, it is said. This
invol vement concerns also teaching.

There are additional aspects of the context
shared by the student and the teacher. Pro-

fessional educationalists are aware that the

student/teacher relationship is hardly an equal

one. Rather it appears as an asymmetrical

relationship, where power might be executed

by negative means. The teacher has longer

experience within the academic field, he/she

has the knowledge regarded as worth trans-

mitting to the next generation, and as such is

in possession of a certain amount of power.

The negative responses referred to above can

therefore be discussed in the light of problems

of EmIro&veirnen/, where power in itself has

relative and changing connotations. This con-

cept of Empowei. nien/ is derived from critical

and feminist teaching, as related to classroom
situations (cf. Luke & Gore 1992).

In our dialogues on teaching archaeology
we should also be aware of other questions

relating to power. So far discussions on power

and equity are confined to other contexts of
archaeology than those of teaching and

learning, mostly to the everyday lives of em-

ployees and the academic rules of hierarchy

and careers. We also think that teachers' and

students' questions of power and equity in

general have been treated as if they belong
to separate spheres within academia.

One example of an explicit power-related

discourse that includes the teacher/student

relationship is the Equity Issue Programme

currently requested by the university boards

of Swedish universities. Each faculty as well

as each department has to make an equity
issue plan. These plans must include gender-

critical teaching, as well as issues of how to
deal with under-representation of gender, and

how to cope with sexual harassment. The

aims of the equity issues program are one

reason that gender-critical studies are im-

portant at Swedish universities. However,

within Scandinavian archaeology, as in most

Scandinavian humanities and social sciences,
the assertion to learn and teach gender-critical

perspectives has grown out of experiences
and studies of the scholars and students them-

selves (e.g. Dommasnes 1992). It is not just
a reply to a request from the authorities. In

this particular respect university boards and

other authorities have been listening to the

experiences of their employees and students,

and on that basis worked out strategies of
gender criticism and equality rights in their

plans.
Having discussed the Swedish educa-

tional context, we will now return to the

international arena and suggestions for solu-

tions to some of the problematic issues pre-

sented above. We will, however, keep one

foot in our national discourse as well as make

attempts to offer some solutions of our own.
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR
STRATEGIES
There are, of course, many ways to reach the

goal of gender consciousness and equality in

academia and scholarship. To us, our foreign
colleagues' publications and their expe-
riences of teaching feminist archaeologyl
anthropology have been a great pleasure and

inspiration. Their records have conveyed
situations that reflect our own context and

have introduced new ideas, and their sug-
gested strategies are worth reflecting upon.

Some of the creators of new strategies are
the anthropologist Sandra Morgen and her
colleagues, who have managed to develop
critical gender issues assimilated into the
'ordinary' archaeological programme. In an

anthology edited by Morgen herself, she and

her colleagues have compiled papers on most
of the themes central to introductory teaching
in anthropology (Morgen 1989, in particular

pp. 1-20; see, however, also Balme & Beck
1993 for a similar approach). They have so
to speak, main8treamed their gender-critical

anthropology courses. By mainstreaming
they simply mean ".. . incorporating material
on women's lives and considering gender as

a fundamental category of identity and social
structure throughout courses" (Morgen
1989:12).This strategy differs fundamentally
from the strategy of reserving topics on
women, and on gender at large, for special
courses attended by people with a special
interest in them.

The book, which is a guide to gender-
critical teaching in anthropology, is organised
according to various themes. An anthology
like this, could be a good point of departure
also for Scandinavian scholars and students,
with themes adapted to our own Scandinavian
context. Another type of strategy, advocated

by the American archaeologists Spector and
Whelan (1989), is that of incorporating
gender studies into archaeology courses. In
their courses, traditionalist and gender-criti-
cal literature on the same issue are read
parallel, for example the theme of Human

Evolution. The underlying idea is to make
comparisons between androcentric models on
the one hand, and gender critical models on
the other.

Regarding the question of how to develop
a mainstreamed gender-critical education, we

do not have any ready-made programmes or
strategies. However, it would be stimulating
to see this question as a serious topic of dis-

cussion among our colleagues. There might
also be other archaeology lecturers, readers,
or professors who have different opinions,
and have tried out other methods and strate-

gies in the development of gender-conscious
education. They might have found success
as well as failure in their teaching, or some-

thing in-between failure and success, and they
might have defined themes that they find
worth treating and expanding on. Continued
discussions of all aspects of teaching and

gender criticism are in our opinion of greater
importance than confining oneself to plans
and teaching programmes for 'correct

thinking'.
In this context we would like to return to

the issue of different ways of knowing. We

believe, namely, that practicing the pedagogy
of 'connected knowledge' that leads to 'con-
structed knowing' would in its full conse-
quences, change education and professional
life more profoundly than we can immedia-

tely grasp. In dealing with this, however,
there ought to be conscious reflections
conveyed to the students by the teacher on
the issue of tacit, corporeal intelligence and

its implications in practice. One suggestion
for doing this would be to let the students

make minor studies of their own context, be
it of their private life or academic milieu, to
make them more conscious of the structural

patterns that they themselves are part of. In
this way it is less likely that they will feel
that gender issues exist only in literature

(mainly foreign) and not in their own world,

and hence not consider them as being of their
own concern. Insights like this, which come
from their own context, will probably be
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easier to incorporate into their ways of
thinking, knowing and being. This can be
regarded as an answer to Hildur Kalman's
call for the practice of new knowledge, and
hence the incorporation of knowledge into
the students' own modes of thinking in a way
which they will feel is familiar and safe.

Other aspects of such profound changes
concern the preparation and the organisa-
tional work, which would need to precede a
thorough re-orientation of educational prac-
tice. A radical renewal of learning practice
would change physical and spatial arrange-
ments as well as social relationships. These
changes would in tum challenge power
structures embedded in material and social
arrangements, and encourage discussions of
alternative solutions.

Another important question about gender-
critical education is what content it should

have, and this is also the next topic of
dtscussion.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR CONTENT
First of all, we will make clear that our
opinion is that the idea of a pervasive gender-
conscious education excludes neither the
heritage of traditional and conventional
literature, nor current texts which are not
gender-critical in viewpoint. On the contrary,
we want to state that one has to know the
academic tradition to be able to understand

why a feminist critique has developed from
androcentric traditions, as being in favour of
white, European, middle-class males. Fami-

liarity with the history of archaeology, as well

as with texts from all its stages of intellectual
and social influences, is viewed as important
to the archaeologist's education. Instead, it
is the learning ofhow to take a gender-critical
stance that is important. The act of taking a
gender-critical view includes the act of
focusing on people and their possible en-
gendered identities and relationships, as
individuals as well as groups, and as the sub-

jects of research. This implies asking new

questions instead of applying ready-made

reductive models and meta-narratives of the

development of individuals, relationships,
and communities. We advocate throwing new

light on archaeological concepts and tools in

order to enable the students to see social
relations as an ongoing, historically created
and changing process, in which human beings
take an active part.

Another point we find important in our
own environment, is that strategies of educa-
tion as well as literature should be chosen
with the aim of helping to bridge what is

experienced as a too wide gap between
research scholarship and undergraduate
teaching. This is also a point made by Morgen
et al. (Morgen 1989:12).Literature used in

basic courses is full ofuncritical presentations
of gender-, ethnicity-, and class-hierarchies,
as well as water-proof master narratives of
human society that are seemingly difficult
to address critically. We, like many of our

colleagues, therefore advocate a general up-

dating of the relation between current re-
search and teaching.

Returning to the linguistic problem
touched upon earlier in this text, it can also
be stated that for instance some post-
processual lingual practices are very aliena-

ting because of their level of abstraction
(Engelstad 1991).Such texts might demand
extra attention and comments as a supportive

strategy for helping the students to absorb
their content.

An important matter connected with this,
if perhaps on another level, is that we need
to incorporate feelings, engagement, and per-
sonal development into teaching and learning
in such a way that the students can recognise
themselves in educational issues. Knowledge
related to one's own experiences and matura-

tion is also far remote from alienating topics
and an abstract language. The aspects of emo-

tionality, ambiguity, and negative responses
could as such become more pronounced
through an active development and applica-
tion of the perspective of the 'connected' and
'constructed' knower.
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Fig. 3. Sa&c&svc&ti is (he Hi»&h& goddess
of/. 1&o&vledge and c»l(u& e. He&. /-I&o&v-

ledge and b&igl&(ness is said to be tl(e

powe& ful, pu&e ligl&t of' &visdo»7, so
g&ec&f, (IIc&( I( alo&&c. /Ic(s t/le /&c&1ve&' to

destroy the da&. l.»es» of igno&ance.

This vi& tue of wisclom is son&ething

that We aS &eSea&vehe&» a»d CanVeV&O&S

of /c&&owledge slu&u/el ai&n at; to /Iigh-

light problematic issue» and situa-

tions in orde& to con&bat ignc&rance

due to nonchc&lc»1( attitudes, i»clif'-

fe&ence, ai&i»ess I». asvmn&et&ical

po&ver st&n&c(u& es.

education ought to position itself,

as a critical and questioning force
in search of knowledge about

human subjects, about ourselves

as well as about relationships and

the environment in which humans

live and create.

Another point of importance is that topics
of sexism, racism, and class biases make up

a related area of problems for those concerned
with the interpretation of cultures (cf. Wylie

1991a;Claassen 1992:137ff;cf. fig. 3).Wylie

maintains that gender should be recognised

as a fundamental structuring principle, but

also as cross-cut by other structuring forces
such as class, race, age, and sexual orientation

(Wylie 1991a:21; cf. Harding 1993). We

agree with this view that all power elements

aiming at oppressing groups of people should

be acknowledged and problematised. There-

fore we strongly recommend that pre-
historians try to include this set of issues more

clearly in their work. This set of issues is an

integral part of the criticism against dominant

discourses, also with regard to other academic

subjects. This is also where gender-conscious

SUMMARY AND CON-
CLUDING REMARKS-
LEAVING SOM E OP EN EN DS
The principal goal of this paper
has been to throw light on four

multifaceted sets of questions posed initially

in this paper, all of them relevant to gender-

conscious education in archaeology. Our dis-

cussion includes questions about how to in-

troduce gender-critical perspectives in under-

graduate education. Another aspect involves

the importance of trying to understand some

background prerequisites for the students'

ability to learn and create knowledge in order

to help the students to learn. Further, our

discussion includes possible ways of coping
with emotional and ambiguous reactions to

engendered studies in archaeology. Last but

not least, some aspects of aims and strategies

for change are touched upon. ln this text we

have conveyed some educational experien-

ces, among which you will find voices be-

longing to ourselves, professional pedago-

gues, as well as our colleagues in Sweden,
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Norway and the Anglo-Saxon-American-
Australian world. The works of these people
have been a great help and a source of new
ideas for us, and as they have helped to make
different national and local contexts visible
to the rest of us.

We regard our own text as a presentation
of open ends put forward for further
dialogues, rather than as final and thoroughly
discussed conclusions. The open ends we
leave reveal questions about what to teach
as well as how to teach. Fruitful questions
like, &How can we, as university teachers of
archaeology, best contribute to the students'

learning of our discipline?' which aim at
'constructed knowing', need to be sorted out
in many respects. We should also consider
the need to highlight issues of power in the
oppression of various groups in society, not
only concerning gender relations but also,
among other things, class, age and ethnicity.
Not least have our social identities and
relationships in our own context once again
turned up, and many points need to be dis-
cussed and questioned concerning both our
attitudes and positions, our roles as well as
relationships in scholarship and in the every-
day life of academia.

We consider the current gender-conscious
education in archaeology to be comprehen-
sive in many respects, but in spite of this we
think that there is a gap between on the one
hand knowledge and desire among col-
leagues, and on the other hand teaching
practices and possibilities for change. The
open ends should therefore first and foremost
be seen as opportunities to leave room for
local solutions, or 'situated' solutions. These
kinds of solutions and strategies are seen as
being more creative and more in line with a

gender-conscious education than is a master
solution, and should be more visible in

general forums for discussion. ln this respect
all of us have something interesting and
important to contribute.

English revised by Lau&a Wa&z&~.
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